
About WestBred
®

 Wheat:
  For more than 30 years, WestBred® wheat has been a trusted leader  

in the small grains industry. Operated by Monsanto Company, WestBred 

wheat provides locally tested, regionally specific wheat germplasm 

developed through leading technology and innovative breeding. 

  In addition to the latest agricultural innovations, wheat  

germplasm and premium wheat seed, the WestBred  

brand also supports seed suppliers and their  

growers with the education and resources  

to help increase wheat yield potential  

today and into the future. 

  For more information about WestBred  

wheat, to schedule an interview with a grower  

or for expert perspectives on current events, please  

contact brittany.phillips@brightonagency.com to be  

connected to a spokesperson.
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WESTBRED.COM 

Wheat Speak with WestBred® Wheat

Wheat Speak with WestBred wheat is a new 

print and audio series that connects growers to 

agronomic experts in the industry to answer their 

timely wheat questions. Wheat growers can submit 

questions at westbred.com/wheatspeak or find 

episodes and articles at westbred.com/agronomy.

Connect With WestBred
®

 Wheat

The Tiller

Celebrate wheat growing with The Tiller, the 

new blog for the WestBred brand dedicated to 

highlighting the heart and heritage of the wheat 

industry. Through collections of monthly editorials, 

interviews and exclusive content, growers can 

connect and learn from others in the wheat 

growing community. 

WESTBRED FACEBOOK® AND TWITTER®

Facebook.com/WestBredWheat

Twitter.com/WestBredWheat

Connect with us, share your comments and photos and  

get current information on the wheat industry
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History
The story of WestBred® wheat began in 1976 when three seedsmen, unsatisfied with  
the varieties on the market, decided they could do better. They founded Western Plant 
Breeders in Conrad, Montana, with the mission to lead the small grains industry in the 
development of high-performance varieties. The royalty-generated research and  
development company focused on barley, durum and wheat. 

In 1985, Western Plant Breeders began a series of ownership changes. First, Orsan Seed 
Group acquired the company, which relocated its headquarters to Bozeman, Montana.  
Then in 1991, Arizona-based Barkley Ag Enterprises purchased Western Plant Breeders. 

In 1994, Western Plant Breeders acquired Phoenix Seed and expanded into the Dakotas. 
They expanded again in 2000 when Western Plant Breeders acquired HybriTech from Monsanto  
Company. A merger of Western Plant Breeders with Goertzen Seed resulted in WestBred, LLC, 
named after one of the branded varieties they sold, which spread the market reach into the 
Central and Southern Plains. 

In 2009, Monsanto Company bought the assets of WestBred, LLC, and merged the wheat 
business into its overall agriculture crop business and wheat brands sold across the western 
two-thirds of the United States. 

Since then, Monsanto has created collaborative partnerships with several universities including 
Kansas State, Virginia Tech and North Dakota State University to help develop innovative wheat 
varieties. In 2010, Monsanto expanded their efforts in plant biotechnology to include wheat—with 

the first enhanced yielding wheat product expected to reach the market after 2020. 

In 2013, Monsanto opened its Wheat Breeding Technology Center in Twin Falls, 
Idaho, to support and add to regional testing sites around the country. As the leader  

of the wheat industry, WestBred wheat continually invests in providing education and 
resources for seed suppliers and growers, in addition to significantly investing in research  

and development to provide high-performance varieties. 

WestBred wheat introduced the ConnectIN™ Wheat Insight System in 2016. By partnering  
with WestBred seed suppliers, they are able to provide growers with an Optimal Seeding Rate 
recommendation to increase yield potential— a first for wheat.

WestBred wheat is also continuing its commitment to advancements in the wheat industry 
through partnerships like co-sponsoring the National Wheat Yield Contest. Opportunities like 
this are part of an ongoing pledge by WestBred wheat to push the limits of what is possible in 
the wheat industry while helping its growers succeed.

WestBred wheat is excited to continue to drive innovation in 2018 and beyond.
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WestBred
® Team Biographies

 
 
JEFFREY KOSCELNY – Global Wheat Marketing Strategy Lead

Shortly after Monsanto Company acquired the WestBred® wheat brand 
business, in 2009 native Oklahoman Jeffrey A. Koscelny, Ph.D., joined the 
team. He is a two-decade Monsanto veteran with experience in various 
technical and commercial roles. Koscelny oversees all functions of the 
WestBred brand and staff development, as well as generates and executes 
ideas for business enhancements. Koscelny is an advocate for advancements 
in the wheat industry and spearheaded the brand’s involvement with the 
National Wheat Yield Contest.

During his tenure with WestBred wheat, he has helped the brand move forward a number of 
innovative business initiatives as well as implemented a seed supplier focused distribution model. 
Koscelny successfully lead the implementation of single-use license variety agreements in wheat, 
commonly utilized in corn and soy, to demonstrate that wheat growers recognize and invest in 
genetic value annually.

RANDY LONGEST – Wheat Account Manager Lead

In 2014, St. Louis-based Randy Longest joined the WestBred team as the 
Wheat Account Manager Lead. In addition to delivering current and  
future domestic wheat opportunities, Longest is responsible for leading  
and supporting the Regional Commercial Managers. In his role, Longest 
supports the seed suppliers in their efforts to market and sell WestBred 
varieties. He’s been working with Monsanto for 17 years and has worked 
in seed sales, management and marketing for 30 years. 

Longest sees WestBred wheat as a seed supplier-focused brand that 
supports growers with quality products that have high yield potential and agronomic 

characteristics suited to their farms. He’s glad to be a part of a brand he feels is poised  
for growth with significant investments in resources and breeding. 
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WestBred
® Team Biographies

 
 
DAVID HOFFMAN – Wheat Technical Product Lead

David Hoffman leads the technical product management division at 
WestBred® wheat, bringing seven years with Monsanto and more than  
16 years of seed business experience to his role. 

Hoffman’s responsibilities include the evaluation of new and current 
products to grow the WestBred portfolio. He is passionate about helping 
growers maximize yield and profitability. By providing his team with quality 
data and resources to grow their regional portfolios, he helps growers and 
seed suppliers increase their bottom lines. 

Hoffman’s farming roots run deep. He grew up in a small town in northeast Nebraska where his 
family farmed 320 acres of corn and soybeans. Today he lives in St. Louis with his wife and three 
sons. When he’s not working, he enjoys completing home renovations. 

KEVIN HODGES – Wheat Business Operations Lead 

Kevin Hodges began working for WestBred wheat in 2006 as a business 
manager working on sales in the field. He spent the previous 16 years 
in the small grains seed industry. 

Hodges leads the WestBred wheat operations team and provides the back-
end support to seed suppliers and growers across the United States. He  
also implements marketing and brand development strategies to share  
the WestBred wheat story and provides education and resources to seed 
suppliers and growers. 

 In the past decade working on the WestBred wheat business, Hodges has witnessed and  
been a part of a focused concentration and effort placed on innovating the crop. He believes  

this emphasis is what continues to grow WestBred wheat into the leading wheat brand in the 
United States.
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Regional Commercial Manager  
Team Biographies 
 
 
TIM WATTS –  Northwest Regional Commercial Manager — WA, OR and ID

Tim Watts joined WestBred® wheat in 2014 as a Regional Commercial 
Manager (RCM) for the Northwest Region. As an RCM, he supports seed 
suppliers and their growers and enjoys partnering with them to create 
opportunities for success on their farms. Watts is a Certified Crop Advisor 
who takes pride in providing the best genetics and data to assist growers  
in making sound decisions.

Previously, he worked as a consultant for the McGregor Company. He was 
born and raised in the Inland Northwest, where his family was involved in the agriculture industry. 
His agronomic background helps him understand the wheat business and gives him expertise in 
soil types and varying agronomic zones. 

When he is not working, Watts enjoys spending time outdoors with his wife.

RYAN WEBER –  Montana and Northwest South Regional Commercial Manager — MT, WY and S. ID

Ryan Weber joined the Regional Commercial Management team in 2015.  
He works with Montana, Wyoming and southern Idaho growers and seed 
suppliers to help them maximize success on their farms. Weber enjoys 
working directly with both groups to identify and solve challenges. 

Weber previously served as a Crop Protection Product Manager for 
Clearfield® wheat and has worked in sales and marketing for 10 years.  
He has spent the last five years working in Montana identifying ways to 

manage tough grass weeds in wheat fields, finding solutions for seedling disease and listening  
to growers’ needs. He is passionate about wheat and helping customers. 

Weber is married with three children. When he is not working, he enjoys spending time with  
his family, camping, fishing and hunting. 
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Regional Commercial Manager  
Team Biographies 
 
 
TROY SAYLER – Northern Regional Commercial Manager — ND, SD and MN

Troy Sayler is the Technical Product Manager for the Northern Region.  
He provides regional agronomic information and positioning of WestBred® 
wheat varieties in the Northern Plains states of North Dakota, South 
Dakota and Minnesota. His focus is on helping WestBred® associates, 
dealers and growers to be more successful and profitable.

Prior to joining the WestBred regional team, Sayler was a District Sales 
Manager for Asgrow® and DEKALB® for almost 15 years in North and South 
Dakota, where he served as the Corn Supply Lead and Business Plan Lead 

for the sales team for 12 of those years. Sayler grew up on a farm in North Dakota and received 
his bachelor’s degree in crop and weed science from North Dakota State University. He has spent 
most of his career in the Dakotas, framing his expertise in the region. He is well aware of the 
regional concerns regarding agriculture and what it takes to make a farm run.

Sayler and his wife of 21 years, Tanja, have three children, Ryan, Evan and Kiana. 

ANDREW BLUBAUGH –  Central Regional Commercial Manager — CO, NE and KS

Andrew Blubaugh joined WestBred wheat in May 2017 as a Regional 
Commercial Manager covering the Central Region. He facilitates the flow  
of information between the brand, the seed supplier and the grower. Of 
particular interest to him is helping growers increase their yield potential 
through utilization of new wheat technology and management strategies.

Before joining WestBred wheat, Blubaugh served as an Account Manager 
at Kincaid Equipment MFG. 

Blubaugh brings a personal connection to his role from growing up on a family wheat farm  
in South Central Kansas. Today he lives a mile from his family farm with his wife and two children 
and still helps his parents run the farm. He enjoys spending time with his family or spending  
time outdoors.
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Regional Commercial Manager  
Team Biographies 
 
 
LANCE EMBREE –  Southern Regional Commercial Manager — NM, TX and OK

Lance Embree is the Regional Commercial Manager (RCM) for the 
WestBred® Southern Region. In this role, he is responsible for managing  
the WestBred wheat business in the Southern Plains region for Monsanto. 
Embree’s favorite part of his position is interacting with others in agriculture 
across a large region and discussing the various agronomic successes and 
challenges they face. He is passionate about sharing his agricultural 
experiences and learnings with others.

Embree joined Monsanto in 2007 as a local field adviser for the Asgrow® and DEKALB® brands  
in Kansas. He continued with Asgrow and DEKALB as a District Sales Manager before moving to 
WestBred wheat. Prior to his work at Monsanto, Embree worked with an agricultural retailer and 
grain company. He is committed to helping growers have the best experience from the products 
he represents.

Embree and his wife, Rachel, have two sons and use their extra time to boat and spend time 
as a family. He is an avid hunter and fisher.

GRANT POOLE –  Southwest Regional Commercial Manager — CA, NV and AZ

Grant Poole joined WestBred wheat in February 2018. He is responsible  
for overseeing commercial business, supporting his region with technical 
guidance on product characterization, performance and placement.

Poole brings a strong background to the role with over 10 years of wheat 
industry experience. He formerly worked with Syngenta’s wheat breeding 
program where he helped develop new varieties. After earning his PhD in 
Plant Pathology from Washington State University, Grant stayed on as a 

published Post-Doctoral Research Associate. Later, he worked with the University of California 
Cooperative Extension Service in applied research and general agronomy.

When he is not working, he enjoys keeping active in the California sun by hiking, surfing and 
biking as well as traveling internationally. He and his wife reside in Carlsbad, California.
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Technical Product Manager  
Team Biographies
 
 
LINDSAY CRIGLER – Northwest Regional Technical Product Manager — WA, OR and ID

Lindsay Crigler joined WestBred® wheat in 2016 as the Technical Product 
Manager for the Northwest Region. Through her role, she collaborates 
with Monsanto’s wheat breeding teams, academic institutions, seed 
suppliers and third-party experts to generate timely and locally relevant 
product performance and agronomic data. One way she accomplishes  
this is by working with seed suppliers and growers in the region to execute 
strip trials, allowing comparisons between pre-commercial, commercial 
and competitor products in a production setting.

Crigler has been employed in the seed industry for over six years in roles involving both 
production and research. She earned her bachelor’s degree from Oregon State University  
in agricultural science and a master’s degree in business administration from Eastern  
Oregon University.

TRENTON STANGER –  Montana and Northwest South Regional Technical Product Manager  
— MT, WY and S. ID

Trenton Stanger joined the WestBred team in 2016. He serves as a 
Technical Product Manager (TPM) covering Montana, Wyoming and 
Southern Idaho for the brand and works to collect and disseminate varietal 
and agronomic information to inform commercial and breeding decisions. 
Through his regional research and conversations with WestBred 
customers, Stanger provides data analysis and summarization on new  
and current varieties, technical insight and product positioning. He helps 
inform breeding decisions by providing feedback on product performance, 

variety life cycles and regional needs. Stanger’s favorite part of his job is working directly with 
growers to help them be successful and profitable. 

Prior to working as a TPM, Stanger spent nine years as a testing manager: four years managing 
corn breeding and five years in tomato breeding. He grew up in southern Idaho on the family  
farm and has spent his entire academic and professional career in agriculture. 

He enjoys spending time with his family, which includes his wife of 15 years and his seven 
children, yard work, gardening, road cycling and taking family road trips.
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Technical Product Manager  
Team Biographies
 
 
GRANT MEHRING – Northern Regional Technical Product Manager — ND, SD and MN

Grant Mehring joined the WestBred® Technical Product team in June of  
2017, providing Northern Plains growers with agronomic and technical 
guidance. With a Ph.D. in Plant Sciences from North Dakota State University, 
Mehring takes a very data-driven and scientific approach in his role, 
combined with an extensive knowledge of wheat varieties, to help educate 
customers on the best varieties for their unique farms. 

Mehring spent five years as a Research Specialist and as a Research  
Assistant Professor at North Dakota State University.

He lives in Fargo, North Dakota, with his wife and two daughters. He enjoys spending time  
with his family, mountain biking and bird watching, and he has an interest in worldwide food 
and agriculture studies. 

MARK LUBBERS – Central Regional Technical Product Manager — NE, KS and CO

Mark Lubbers joined WestBred in February of 2018 as a technical product 
manager in the central plains region. In this role, he provides agronomic  
and product leadership to drive key technical initiatives, sales growth and 
product differentiation for the commercial wheat business.

Mark brings a breadth of knowledge in precision product placement, seed 
technology and Climate FieldViewTM tools. He has a Master’s degree in 
Agronomy (Weed Science) and is no stranger to Monsanto, having spent 
two years as a research assistant with its technology development  

organization, and the last thirteen years in various rolls within the Biotechnology and  
Breeding organizations. 

His resume also includes a Master’s degree in Agronomy (Weed Science), two years as new sales 
manager with Golden Harvest and his latest role as agronomic research manager with North 
America Field Testing Operations. 

When not working, you can find him motorcycling, bbqing, or spending time with his wife  
and daughter. 
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Technical Product Manager  
Team Biographies
 
 
JOHN FENDERSON – Southern Regional Technical Product Manager — NM, TX and OK

John Fenderson began working as a Regional Commercial Manager  
for the Southern Region in 2010. Now a Technical Product Manager,  
he welcomes the challenges of the position, particularly working with 
growers to maximize their performance potential regardless of the 
geographic landscape where they farm. He believes that to succeed,  
he must not only provide outstanding products but also outstanding 
product support and knowledge. 

Fenderson has worked in agriculture research and account management 
across a variety of crops in the Great Plains for over 35 years. With a background in research and 
weed science, Fenderson is deeply invested in the agriculture industry. He was born and raised 
in Oklahoma and graduated from Oklahoma State. His extensive background in agronomics and 
product knowledge is a large part of what drives him to help his seed suppliers’ growers be 
more successful. 

Fenderson and his wife Peggy have two children and two grandchildren. Being from Oklahoma, 
he says that while he loves crop production, ranching and the beef industry were his first loves.
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WestBred
®

 Wheat Photos
The following photos and many others are available for use, courtesy of WestBred wheat.  
Please contact Brittany Phillips, brittany.phillips@brightonagency.com, to request photos.


